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Discover and start designing with the all new template and font collection options in the Presenter window: Collections – create a library of document types for use across your presentations and then organize them into groups and collections by type of
presentation or by topic. You can share your collections with others via the Adobe Editions cloud or by using SkyDrive or Box. Styles – customize how fonts and colors appear in a presentation. You can also easily swap between fonts to support multiple

languages, and then use the same font in multiple presentations with various font changes. Presentation Types – create slides with different combinations of fonts and backgrounds for each slide, or create a set of slides with consistent fonts and
background colors to save time. Font Packs – add standard fonts to the Presenter window or create custom packs using fonts that you have installed on your computer. In addition to your collections and fonts, you can also sync collections and fonts to

your Adobe Editions cloud library and Box account, so you can access and share your collections and fonts in all of your Adobe Creative Cloud products. Adobe has more than 11,000 ready-to-use fonts and three million customizable fonts in its font
library. You can add fonts that are installed on your computer to the Presenter window, then view them in a preview pane and place them in collections that you can use across presentations. For example, you can use a single regular font in a set of slides

to create consistent font colors. You can also use all of the fonts in your collection with all of the styles in the Presenter window. 5ec8ef588b
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